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Introduction

Single-channel rivers that meander across the floodplain because of point-bar
growth on the inner bend are well known and well explained (Schumm and Lichty,
1963; Brice, 1974; Cant and Walker, 1978; Bluck, 1979; Bridge, 1985; Todd and Went,
1991; Bridge, 1992; Stolum, 1996; Bridge, 2003; Hooke, 2003; Peakall et al, 2007;
Lageweg et al, 2013a). Braided rivers are also known to develop meander loops (Allen,
1965; Allen, 1974b; Allen, 1978c; Leeder, 1978; Bridge and Leeder, 1979). Point bars
or alternating lateral bars are common in braided rivers and where they occur are a
recognized method for meandering in otherwise braided systems (Leopold et al., 1964;
Coleman 1969; Bluck 1974, 1976, 1979; Werrity and Ferguson, 1980; Ferguson and
Werrity, 1983; Ashworth and Ferguson, 1986; Bridge et al. 1986; Bristow, 1987;
Ashmore, 1993; Thorne et al., 1993; McLelland et al., 1999b; Ashworth et al., 2000;
Bridge, 2003 Fig 5.40). Braided rivers, however, may also meander in reaches devoid of
alternating point bars that form on the scale of river processes. The mechanism by
which braided rivers meander without the development of point bars remains
unexplained.
Floodplain accretion of mid-channel bars to consistent bank locations and
concomitant development of pseudo point bars is here proposed as a mechanism for
meandering in braided rivers. This process pushes the channel out one bar width
during each bar-accretion event in analogous fashion to accretion of unit bars on a
point-bar surface. The repetition of this process at a common site eventually generates
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a pseudo point bar formed of amalgamated mid-channel bars and imparts a meandering
pattern to the braided river thread.
The study targets the Missouri River floodplain between Yankton, South Dakota
and Omaha, Nebraska. The Missouri River meanders over the study length, and was
also a braided system before channelization in the early 1900’s (Schlosser, 1987;
Moody and Meade, 2003). It remains a meandering braided river system in the
unmodified reaches above Sioux City, Iowa. The river contains local reaches that
historically developed meanders by point-bar development (Carlin, 2011), but mostly
seems to contains reaches where meandering reflects sinuosity increase by
development of pseudo point bars by mid-channel bar accretion. This pattern is
evidenced by allo-stratigraphic mapping of the Missouri River Valley executed over the
span between 2007 and 2013. I was a part of the group that completed mapping in the
summer of 2012. Floodplain mapping revealed abundant meander scars; however, the
classic features of point bar growth and abandonment in single-thread meandering
systems were typically absent (i.e. river-scale abandoned channel fills lining the
meander scar interior, point bars with meander scrolls, and through-going chute
channels) (Fisk, 1944; Daniel, 1971; Brice, 1974; Hickin and Nanson, 1975, 1984;
Hooke, 1977, 1984; Jordan and Pryor, 1992). Instead, loop meander scars are
characterized by small discontinuous channel fills, considerably smaller than the main
channel, and small amalgamated fusiform bar elements in a mosaic of discontinuous
channel sloughs. Historical evidence in aerial photographs and maps also argue that the
Missouri River has migrated substantially over the past 100 years as a braided river
lacking common point bars, demanding an alternative to the more classic point-bar
2

mechanism for meander growth and abandonment. This paper offers this model based
on the above and other field observations.

Study Area

Sioux City, South Dakota
Yankton, South Dakota

250 miles

C/O:http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Missouririverecoregions.jpg
Figure 1. Missouri River with the location of the study area outlined in red, between Yankton, SD and
Sioux City, SD.

The study reach of the Missouri River trunk from Sioux City, IA to Omaha NE was
channelized and the reaches upstream of the study area beginning at Yankton, SD were
mostly impounded as part of the Pick Sloan plan beginning in 1944 in order to mitigate
flooding and erosion and to channelize the river for commerce (Schlosser, 1987). The
study reach between Yankton, SD and Sioux City, SD, has not been affected by
channelization and impoundment activities thus offering the opportunity to observe
bar evolution processes in post 1930’s air photos. Prior to braiding, the Missouri River
was a single-thread meandering river. The Missouri River transitioned from a
meandering system to a braided system at about 1600 b.p. (Carlin, 2011; Kashouh,
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2012) in the study reach but began this transition beginning at 3000 b.p. (Holbrook et
al., 2006).

Methodology and Materials
Aerial photographs, historic channel maps, and floodplain geologic maps serve
as the core of our database. This study draws heavily upon floodplain maps of the
Missouri River Valley generated over four summers of mapping supported by combined
efforts of the USGS EDMAP and NSF REU programs (http://www.usd.edu/missouririver-institute/). These maps cover the Missouri River floodplain from Yankton, SD to
near St Joseph, MO, and from Kansas City, MO to Columbia, MO, and record the
progression of channel morphology for the past eight thousand years. Historical maps
and aerial photos are utilized to determine bar processes and floodplain accretion
trends over historic time intervals.
Floodplain maps reveal long-term trends and deposits of the braided Missouri
River. Teams of two students generated allo-stratigraphic maps (c.f., NACSN, 1983) of
floodplain materials over one 7.5’ quadrangle each for a total of 59 quadrangles. Allounits are initially estimated from geometries derived from pre-existing floodplain
architectural models (e.g., channel fills, point bars, etc.: see Miall, 1996) off aerial photos
as well as DEMS (digital elevation models) of the Missouri River Valley. Cores were
then taken from the floodplain with a Dutch hand auger to test consistency between
projected and observed facies sequences. Boreholes were sampled and described at
10cm intervals for texture using the USDA textural divisions
(http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/soils/survey/?cid=nrcs142p2_05
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4167) and for color using the Munsell scheme. Samples were also assessed visually for
oxidation state and secondary mineralization. Specific allo-stratigraphic units mapped
included: channel fills, splays, and point and mid-channel bars within Missouri River
channel belts and associated mud flat, loess-covered terraces, fans, and floodplain
streams within the back swamp area. Final maps were digitized using ArcGIS. The full
set of Missouri River Valley floodplain maps used are published by and are available
through the University of South Dakota Missouri River Institute
(http://www.usd.edu/missouri-river-institute/paleochannel-research.cfm).
Maps of surficial materials of the Missouri River Valley are compared with
historical channel maps and aerial photos of the same reaches to determine bar
migration patterns over time and to link deposits of these migrations directly to
floodplain deposits. Historic channel maps date back to the Lewis and Clark expedition
and include several maps from the late 1800’s
(http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/lewisandclark/lewis-before.html) including maps from
the Lewis and Clark and, Mackey and Evans 1797-98 expeditions. These maps are used
to define evolving patterns and position of the Missouri River channel and coeval bars.
Post 1938 maps are augmented by air photos to provide a more detailed view of the
succession in bar and channel migration patterns. Historical photos were obtained from
the USGS website (http://www.usgs.gov/pubprod/aerial.html#aerial).

Results
Deposits of the historically braided meandering river, and older braid deposits,
bear both similarities and differences compared to deposits of single-thread
5

meandering rivers. Both systems leave “biscuit cut” features in floodplain deposits
recording arcuate scars at the maximum extent of meander growth (Fig. 2&3). Braided
rivers, however, make “pseudo point bars,” (Figs. 3) which look very similar to point
bars on the floodplain (Fig. 2&3). However, braided deposits that are created by
pseudo- point bars generated by braided rivers do not hold ridge and swell topography
on the bar surface, and instead are characterized by fusiform and sandy surficial
features, usually wrapped in shallow channel fill (Fig. 3). The most noticeable
discrepancy between a classic point bar derived from single-channel system and a
braided pseudo point bar is the lack of a large, river-scale, muddy or heterolithic
channel fill preserved on the floodplain along the meander scar (Fig. 2&3). Larger
channel fills are observed on the floodplain (Fig 2) but these are mostly deposited prior
to the 1600 b.p. transition of the Missouri River from a single channel to a braided
meandering system.

Auger holes

A

B

Figure 2 A “classically” built meander loop created by point bar deposits. (A) Ridge and swell bar
topography. (B) Highlighted in red is a meander “biscuit cut” with a large heterolithic channel deposit.
Cross section A- A’ illustrates the subsurface soil textures present at this location.
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Auger hole

A

B

Figure 3 A pseudo- point bar that has been created by the amalgamation of mid-channel bars.
(A) Labels the interior fusiform deposits that vary from scroll deposits (B) Is the “biscuit cut” on
the outside of the bar deposit. The cross section shows the lack of large heterolithic fill on the
exterior of the channel.

Air photos reveal that floodplain accretion occurs primarily by welding of mid-channel
bars to the channel banks. This process of bar welding generates pseudo point bars. In
Cedar County, (Fig 4), pseudo-point bars are seen to form by mid-channel bar accretion
to the floodplain over a span of 18 years. The pseudo point bar landform generated in
this process shows strong resemblance to pseudo point bars formed throughout the
upper reaches of the Missouri River over the past 1600 years.
The weave of historic maps (Fig. 5) between Yankton, SD and Sioux City, IA
shows the unmodified Missouri River braided channels from 1860 until 2006.
Floodplain features from allo-stratigraphic maps and historic channel positions are also
provided on amended USGS aerial photos (Fig 4). The weave illustrates that braided
meander migrated both by expansion and translation of meander loops, as is typical of
7

single-thread meandering rivers (Bridge, 2003). Most notably, however, these
meanders also migrated in the reverse direction by meander backfilling and shrinkage.
This reverse meandering is highly atypical of single-thread meandering rivers, as it has
not been seen or explained in any publications or in aerial photos or maps, but seems to
be the most common mode of meandering in this reach of the braided meandering
Missouri River. The deposits left by these reverse meanders, as well as the expansional
and translational meanders, are pseudo point bars. Meanders predating 1860 and
extending back to 1600 are similar to historic meander deposits in form (Fig. 2&5),
arguing that the processes that generated historic meanders predate the historic maps.
Typical growth rates of meanders from 1860 to modern range from 33.5 m/yr to 55.8
m/yr based on the historic maps. Faster rates, however, are locally known. In the
Vermillion quadrangle of South Dakota for instance (Fig. 5) the 1860 channel migrated
32 miles in about 4 years. This rate of migration is not unusual in the upper braided
reaches of the stream where the river has known to migrate thousands of feet in a year
and erode 200-300 feet of bank in a single flood event (Ferrell, 1995).

Modified from USGS
Figure 4 Bar accretion in Cedar Co., NE from 1937-1955.
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Discussion
The generation of floodplain surfaces in braided systems by accretion of midchannel bars, in similar fashion as that observed in the Missouri River, is well
documented by prior authors and is known from rivers such as the Jamuna River,
Bangladesh (Collinson, 1970; Bluck, 1979; Bristow, 1987a; Todd and Went, 1991; Lunt
and Bridge, 2004; Ashworth et al, 2000; Ashworth et al, 2011; Parker et al, 2013).
Ashworth et al, (2000), captured the sedimentary process of mid-channel bar bank
accretion in detail as they monitored the evolution of a single bar from initiation to
floodplain accretion from 1993 until 1996. The mid-channel bar grew incrementally by
the accretion of unit bars to downstream accretion surfaces. When the bar began to
preferentially migrate towards the inner bank of the channel the flow was redirected to
the outside of the bar. The channel on the floodplain side of the bar began to fill with
unit bars that migrated in to this minor channel, nearly filling it with sandy materials
similar to the bar form. Remaining channel topography is filled with finer materials as
the bar becomes fully welded to the floodplain and the main channel is diverted around
the newly accreted bar.
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(Modified from Carleson, 2006; Emenheiser et al., 2011; Radakovich et al., 2011)
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Figure 5 – Bottom center: Weave figure showing different ages of the Missouri River braid loops in
different colors for respective ages. 1941. Top right: aerial photo of the Burbank quadrangle corresponds
to the section of the river marked with the black bat line. Top Left: Line drawing of the bar elements and
topography of the channel (A) Transitioning point bar. (B) Mixed anastomosing phase of the Missouri
River. (C) Modern Missouri River. (D) Back filling meander loop. (E) Vegetated point pseudo-point bar
that has accreted to the floodplain. (F) Sandy presently (1941) amalgamating pseudo-point bar.

This process of floodplain accretion through welding of mid-channel bars that is
described by Ashworth et al. (2000) and others occurs in the Missouri River in historic
times and produces analogous floodplain architecture and topography in both historic
and pre-historic times (Fig. 3&5). Fusiform type bars are preserved on the floodplain.
These bars are separated by minor channels that are mostly below the scale of the
aerial photos provided. A few more significant channels are preserved and noted in
white and light blue (Fig. 5). Historically this process has been documented through
aerial photos and floodplain mapping.
The primary expansion upon the known process of floodplain growth by
accretion of mid-channel bars that is observed in the Missouri River system is that
accretion may occur preferentially at single site over long durations to force the braided
river to develop a meandering planform. Successive mid-channel bars docking to the
bank at a common location over time push the channel outward one bar width at a time
until the channel forms a meander about the composite form (Fig. 6). As an individual
bar accretes to the floodplain and closes off flow to a channel the flow must redirect
outward and this displaces flow must be compensated for in the channels left in use
thus creating erosional flow (Bridge, 2003). The channel can then erode into the
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floodplain opposite the newly formed pseudo point bar thus pushing the channel out a
bar width and effectively causing the channel to migrate. The more the channel
preferentially places bars to one area the more the channel migrates in that stretch.
Comparing the meandering and braided systems below (Fig. 6) one can see that they
both effectively migrate across the floodplain. The overall architecture of the bars is
similar (e.g. fusiform geometry, “biscuit cut scours”) once the individual bar docking has
been completed in the braided river except that there are small channels present in
between the individual mid-channel bars. Possibly the most notable exception is that in
a braided system mid-channel bars can accrete to either side of the channel allowing
the channel to meander is either direction as opposed to only where the flow is the
weakest.
Since mid-channel bars can accrete to either the inner or outer bend of a
meander, meander loops can migrate in reverse direction to their prior expansional or
translational pattern. It is common for rivers to re-occupy previous channels (Fisk,
1952; Coleman 1969; Chitale 1977; Smith et al. 1998; Aslan and Blum 1999; Bridge
2003) thus this mechanism allows braided rivers to do this without having to create cut
offs (Fig. 6). The way a meander grows outward in a braided river is the same way it
grows forward.
Bar dimension needs to be accounted for as well, smaller complex bars accrete
to the floodplain but in observations (Fig 4) larger complex bars accrete to the
floodplain as well. The presence of larger complex mid channel bars in the Missouri
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River seems to outnumber smaller complex bars and this observation holds true while
mapping out bar surfaces in back filled pseudo-point bars.
Pseudo point bars in the Missouri River between Yankton, SD and Sioux City, IA
primarily record reverse growth during historic times, 1860 to present. Pseudo point
bars do not leave large heterolithic channel fill deposits or evidence of a cutbanks.
Instead of larger fills small channels instead record periods of erosion and
readjustment. Small channels are denoted in white and teal where present and create
the “biscuit cuts” that are similar in both meandering and braided systems. These scars
record overall channel adjustment and in often truncate previously deposited fusiform
bar elements.
The lack of preserved channels along the cut bank allows the argument that
meanders are predominantly backfilled reverse meanders rather than meander cut offs.
The lack of full braided channel fills along the “biscuit cut” loops is evidence for back
filling rather than cut off. Almost all of the loops examined were back filled as evident
by their lack of full braid channel scars. This is consistent over the floodplain until
deposits of a meandering river are encountered. The lack of heterolithically filled scars
suggests that full cut offs in a braided environment are rare.
Meander growth and abandonment in braided systems likely records slope
adjustment as in single thread rivers, with the caveat that loops do not need to be cut
off but can be backfilled to reduce sinuosity. This mechanism isn’t possible in single
thread systems owing to the lack of easily adjustable sand bars. The growth or
migration of mid-channel bars into the floodplain is owing to weaker flow which
13

eventually chokes out the channel which occupied the space between the bar and
floodplain. The flow that was being accommodated there must then be relocated to the
outside of the newly accreted bar (Bridge, 2003; Kleinhans, 2010, 2013). Not all braid
channels actively transport sediment thus allowing them to be choked off (Lageweg,
2013).
Meandering braided rivers produce complex forms in the rock record that are
easily confused with meandering systems. The rock record yields examples of complex
mid-channel bar units compared to single meandering deposits (Fig. 7) in which
braided rivers leave behind large scale sand bodies that have a higher level of
connectivity as opposed to single channel deposits preserved by avulsion. In a braided
system, if a channel must adjust back to a previous position on the floodplain midchannel bar accretion allows the river to back step into an old position as opposed to a
meandering stream where an entire loop would have to be cut off leaving a similar
deposit to the individual point bar (Fig. 7). In a 3D seismic image this individual channel
would look like a meander loop which could lead to erroneous interpretation of the rest
of the sand deposits as a meandering system.
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Figure 6- Meandering river compared to a braided river on the floodplain with meander growth types
labeled

Point bar
Amalgamated
mid-channel bars

Modified from Willis and Behrensmeyer, 1994
Figure 7- Illustration showing the amalgamated braided deposits versus the isolated sand bar deposits of
a point bar.

Conclusion
Over the past 1600 years (Kashouh, 2012), the Missouri River has been a
braided system moving sediment across the floodplain as it meanders. The mechanism
by which the Missouri River meanders is the accretion of mid-channel bars to create
back-filled meander loops. This back filling process gives the river the mobility to
15

indeed move forward or backwards as the preferential amalgamation of bar deposits
occurs to compensate for slope adjustments as needed unlike a meandering river which
would need to create chute cut-offs to proficiently adjust in such a way.
Braided rivers employing this mechanism to meander leave similar floodplain
architecture to meandering streams, i.e. biscuit cut loops and cuspate point bar type
deposits. Therefore, the key to identifying braided floodplain deposits isn’t in what is
seen but rather what is not observed, the large heterolithic channel fill deposits. The
interpretation of floodplain deposits is an important part of deciphering the mechanics
of a river system but if not interpreted correctly may lead to erroneous conclusions. The
mechanism for meandering proposed in this paper explains why braided deposits are
often times missed entirely or misinterpreted in the rock record and in 3-D seismic thus
leaving braided rivers underrepresented in the rock record.
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ABSTRACT
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The mechanisms by which braided rivers meander are enigmatic in systems that lack
defined point bars. Examination of the Missouri River floodplain reveals that meanders
form by accretion of mid-channel bars onto the side of the river as an alternative to
recognized accretion of lateral bars on the river bend. Mid-channel bars migrate
asymmetrically within the channel then collide with the river bank. Successive
accretion of mid channel bars onto one bend creates a mosaic of amalgamated fusiform
bar elements with a bounding river loop that resembles point bars but lacks well
developed scroll bars. This accretion process may be observed using maps and aerial
photos from late 1800 until present. Preferential flow on the bank side of the bar can
backfill loops causing a bar to amalgamate to the channel bank and forcing the river to
meander backward, allowing the river to migrate multiple directions. This distinction of
bar growth is significant because it describes a mechanism for meandering previously
not reported.

